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Imagine 2-5 years from now

Where will you be going?

What will you need to know, that you do not already know?

We can help!
Your journey will require significant development

- Knowledge about your discipline will be provided by the faculty/staff/experts in your program

- However, you will need additional skills
  - How will you learn to navigate a new office culture?
  - How will you learn to communicate effectively with colleagues outside of your discipline?
  - How will you prepare for interviews?
The Ohio University Graduate College can help

- **Connect you with useful resources and experts** on campus who can help you be successful.
- **Notify you** of deadlines for internal awards and grants and upcoming events via Newsletters.
- Offer opportunities to participate in events coordinated by the Graduate College like **3-minute thesis** competition.
- **Invite you** to explore what other things need to be offered—I need to your help filling this gap!